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President’s Report

When I reported to you last it was winter and we were coping with snow and ice.  Summer is
here now and we are enjoying some of the nicest weather in the country.  The weather is not the
only thing that has changed.

Building activity in and around Semiahmoo has been strong.  Within the bounds of Semiah-
moo there are 15 single family homes in various stages, ranging from design to almost completed
construction.  Twenty duplexes have recently been completed or are under construction in Semiah-
moo Shore with 6 more being planned.  Infrastructure work in the new Sea Smoke development is in
full swing with 40 homes planned for Phase I.  Outside the Semiahmoo boundaries Woodberry, a
development of 29 single family homes is in the application phase with the City of Blaine.

At the SRA there has been no shortage of change either.  Sandy Bonnickson retired on July 7
after nine years as ASC Administrator.  Sharon Holland is succeeding her in that position. The ASC has
been extremely busy.  All the new submissions have brought a heavy work load.  Add to that a record
number of tree inspections to deal with trees that are now some 30+ years older than when Semiah-
moo was established.  In addition work is well underway on an extensive update of the ASC Guide-
lines to provide for a more consistent approach and the Committee has actively participated in the
project to revise the Covenants, Conditions & Restrictions (CC&Rs) – more about that later.  To
improve the service to members and better manage the turn-around time of requests, an effort is
underway to delegate some routine matters to the Staff, avoiding a wait until the next ASC meeting.

Our maintenance crew is up to full strength with three fulltime and one seasonal employee.
They have their hands full with the workload that comes with summer and some peak load items are
being contracted out.  We are investigating equipment options to extend the range of capabilities of
the crew.  If you encounter them at work in our community, please stop and let them know their
hard work is appreciated.  A lot of crack sealing of our 14 or so miles of roads is scheduled for later
this summer.  Stay tuned for further news.  Telephone intercoms, some of which are still “original is-
sue”, are being upgraded to comply with the 10-digit dialing that will become effective in our area on
July 29.  And that is just a sample of the things going on!

(Continued next page)



(President’s Report, continued)

The most consequential matter at hand is the work to revise the CC&Rs, the “Constitution” of our
Association.  The original document was put in place about 34 years ago and has since been amended 37
times.  Until 2009 the Semiahmoo Company and its successor Trillium (the Declarant) had full control.  The
Declarant is no longer involved with our community but the CC&Rs remain riddled with references to him
and his powers.  Even with all the amendments, some provisions needed to be updated to reflect changes
that occurred over time.  Imagine that you personally would be required to still do things just like you were
doing them in 1984.

A small dedicated team consisting of current and former Board members and a representative from
the ASC has done an enormous amount of work drafting a revised version.  The effort is being supported by
a Focus and Advisory Group of distinguished members who volunteered their time and efforts to help
improve the end product.  The proposed Restated and Amended Covenants, Conditions and Restrictions, as
they are officially called, will be presented in early August.  This provides ample time for everyone to get
familiar with the document prior to them being voted on for the Annual General Meeting in October.

Please be on the lookout for the draft of these revisions when it is circulated.  This will include ways
for you to provide feedback and ask questions.  A Town Hall event is in the planning as well.  Approval of the
new CC&Rs requires a participation of a minimum of 40% of the SRA members and of those, 67% must vote
to approve.  This is a high bar and unless there is an excellent voter turnout, all the work done over a two
year period will have been for naught. PLEASE VOTE.

To make it as quick and easy as possible to cast your ballot, this year we are introducing electronic
online voting.  Extensive testing has been done and the Election Committee and SRA Board have both signed
off on this method.

We are looking forward to seeing you at the Town Hall Meeting and the AGM,

Buzz Abercrombie, President SRA.

Mark the Date!

Semiahmoo Resort Association Annual Meeting.

Saturday, October 21, 2017.
Plan now to attend!  If, by chance, you really cannot attend, be sure to complete all the ballot

forms when they are sent to you in the Fall.  It is essential that we have the required number of votes for
the important matters that will be presented for your consideration.
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Our Elections are going Online !

This year the election of new board members and all other ballots associated with
the annual meeting will be conducted online.  Paper ballots and information packages will
only be sent to SRA members who are not on the SRA Email list.  If you are not on this list
and would like to participate online, now is a good time to provide your email address to

the SRA office (lorithorne@semiahmooresortassociation.com).  The use of an online system for our election
process will save us money and greatly reduce the workload on the office staff and the election committee.
The system which is being used is secure, confidential, and foolproof.  No one can vote more than once and
the system will ensure that you do correctly complete the ballots.  The election committee and our office
staff will be monitoring the situation to ensure that the Russians cannot hack our system and influence our
elections.

The system will work as follows:
First; you will be sent, as an email attachment, the package which contains biographic details of the

candidates and explanations of the other ballot options to be voted upon.  You should read through these
carefully to be prepared for the election process.

Second; and some time later, you will receive by email a link to the online election forms as illustrated
below. This link can only be used once. Click on the link and you will be taken to the ballot.
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When you log in you will first be presented with a screen as illustrated below.  You will be told the
maximum number of candidates for who you may vote.  Vote by clicking in the circle adjacent to each candi-
date selected.  You may review the biographic data of the candidates by clicking on the http://biolink option.
You may vote for any number of candidates up to the maximum.

Click in

the circle

to vote
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A series of motions will next be presented.  Please vote on each one by clicking in the appropriate circle
to either approve or reject.  The program will check that you have voted on all of the matters presented before
allowing you to submit your ballot.

Finally you will be asked your opinion on the election process this year in a series of screens.  It is
optional whether you complete these.  After you have worked through all the screens you will be presented
with the final image.  To record your vote click on the “Yes” button.  Your vote will then be submitted and you
will be provided with a confirmation that your vote was successfully recorded.

Click in

the circle

to approve

or reject

Click here

to submit

your vote
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What’s Going on at the ASC?

After nine years as ASC administrator, Sandy Bonnickson has retired.  She was thanked for her years
of service at a gathering in the SRA office on July 7th.  Taking her place is Sharon Holland who will be
pleased to answer any questions relating to construction or renovation of your property.  Sharon can be
reached at 360-371-7796 option 1, or by email; sharon@semiahmooresortassociation.com.

Construction activity has increased very significantly in our neighborhoods over the past year.  In
addition to the extensive projects at Semiahmoo Shore and Sea Smoke, ten new construction projects are
underway since January.  Five single family dwellings are under construction on the hilltop in Carnoustie.
Other projects are at Prestwick Village, Boundary Estates, Royal Troon and St. Andrews Green.  In addition
four remodeling projects are underway.

The ASC has continued to review and approve new roofing materials and a list of these may be
obtained from the ASC administrator.

News from the Resort and Golf Club.

The Semiahmoo Resort and the two golf clubs are now under new management.  Columbia Hospital-
ity acquired Coastal Hotels and will now manage all of their six hotels and the golf clubs.  Most of the
Coastal Hotels team will stay on and join Columbia Hospitality including CEO Yogi Hutsen who will become
executive vice-president.

Seattle based Columbia Hospitality is a management and consulting company founded in 1995
which is now one of the largest in the Pacific Northwest with 2,500 employees.  It is now controlling 37
properties, mostly in Washington, these include the Smith Tower in Seattle and the Salish Lodge and Spa
at Snoqualmie Falls.

A spokesperson for Columbia CEO, Mr. John Oppenheimer, is reported to have stated that there
are no plans for any immediate changes for any of the properties but that each would be continuously
evaluated for its needs and opportunities.

Business at the resort continues to grow this year with increasing numbers of functions and
weddings; overall activity this year is up 15% on 2016.

Sites cleared and construction starting on the south side of Carnoustie.
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Sea Smoke: an Update.

Work is underway clearing the land and constructing roadways and utility connections for the devel-
opment at the southwest corner of Semiahmoo Parkway and Semiahmoo Drive  This development will enjoy
full membership of the SRA and will initially add forty families to our community.  These will be housed in a
mix of townhomes, duplexes, and single family dwellings situated along Semiahmoo Parkway.

It is presently anticipated that construction of the model homes will commence in September, and
other homes in October.  The first new owners may be moving in by the Spring of 2018.  Floor space in the
properties will range from 1,000 to 2,800 square feet and the price range is estimated to be between $375K
and $450K.

The parcel of land at the western end of the property may be developed as an indoor storage area
plus outside space for RV’s, boats, etc.  It will be effectively screened from the rest of the development and
roadways by natural vegetation.  Eventually a park may be established in the center of the development
with a trail that connects with the existing Semiahmoo walking paths.
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Neighborhood Crime Prevention 101.

Residing in Semiahmoo we have been largely spared having to live with major
crimes.  We are a gated community which gives us some protection, but we are also a
relatively affluent community which might attract criminal activity.  Many of our proper-
ties back onto wooded areas or the golf course providing ease of access for criminals.

Certainly we have had incidences of theft of garden ornaments and equipment, loss of packages left at the
door or in mailboxes, and we have had break-ins and car prowls.  We should not be complacent.  The object
of this article is to present some very simple steps that we can all take to protect ourselves and our prop-
erty.  The suggestions of Jon Landis of the Blaine City Police Department are gratefully acknowledged.

While criminal activity seems to be rare in Semiahmoo there is also a possibility that this is being
under reported.  So that we can have a true picture of the situation it is strongly recommended that every
incident however small should be reported to the police.  By this means patterns of criminal activity may be
detected.  Please report all incidents to the police headquarters at 360-332-6769 (dial 911 only if a real
emergency exists).

Take some simple steps to document and identify your valuables.  Take photographs of jewelry and
other items to keep for your records.  Record serial numbers of television sets, and other electronics or
computers.  Engrave your driver’s license number on larger items such as garden equipment, barbecues,
and tools.

When leaving the house unattended during the day, even for a very short time, close and lock all
doors and windows (most break-ins in Semiahmoo have been via the window!).  Leave a radio on during the
day and lights on for the evening; 75% of all break-ins occur during the day.  Sliding doors should be safely
secured with a track pin or a “Charlie Bar” in the track.  Never leave house keys hidden near to access
doors.

Alarm systems should be routinely set whenever you leave the house for other than a very short
period.  In order to avoid false alarms ensure that anyone who has been authorized to enter your home
knows the security code and exactly how to disarm and reset the system.

Make sure that you do not leave ladders or tools unsecured where they could be stolen or used by
burglars to get into your house.

Lights are a very good way to discourage crime.  Light the outside approaches to your home well.
Motion detector lights placed on the approaches to doors are a very effective deterrent.  Inside lights
should be programmed on timers when you are away.

Security cameras mounted to monitor driveways and doors are also very good deterrents; and they do
not have to be real.  Very realistic fake cameras are available for as little as $15 each at Home Depot!

Pick up delivered parcels promptly.  If you will be away arrange for a neighbor to take in any items
that have been delivered to your house.

(Continued next page)
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Crime prevention 101 (Continued).

Make sure that your hedges and shrubbery do not provide hiding places for prowlers.  There
should be a wide clear view of doorways as you approach them.  Trim bushes up a couple of feet from
the base so that it is impossible for a person to hide behind them unseen.

When you are away for a prolonged period.

Have a neighbor watch your house, provide a key, and ask them to clear any newspapers or brochures
from your driveway each day.

Cancel Mail and all other deliveries.

Program interior and exterior lighting with a timer.

Leave draperies and window shades in the usual position.

Leave a car in the driveway.

Double check all doors and windows before leaving.

Neighborhood Watch.

We should all constantly be on the look-out for unusual activity in our
neighborhoods.  Be aware of the normal comings and goings of our residents and
focus on anything that looks unusual.  Report suspicious activity to the police depart-
ment and provide vehicle number plates and descriptions of strangers.

The institution of a formal “Neighborhood Watch” program in every section of the community is
strongly recommended by the Police Department.  Blocks of 10 to 15 homes are ideal as an optimal
area to participate.  One resident must take the initiative to establish the program and recruit
neighbors.  Assistance with instituting such a program may be obtained from the Neighborhood
Watch Program Coordinator at the Blaine Police Department (360-332-6769).

It was all quiet on Semiahmoo Spit during this
year’s 4th of July!  The ordinance passed by the City of
Blaine in 2016 took effect this year and banned fire-
works in public spaces and on the Spit.  The parking
lots at Marin, the Marina, and the Resort were closed
to all vehicles without a permit.  A checkpoint at the
roundabout outside the resort controlled the flow of
traffic, other access routes were closed.  This all
seemed to work very well and the Spit was remarkably
clean and free of litter on the next day.

There were no reports of damage or injuries
due to fireworks in the Blaine district this year.
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Scenic Summer Day Trips from Semiahmoo:

The Mount Baker Highway

The Mount Baker Highway is a 58 mile long scenic route that follows the north Fork of the Nooksack
River.

The original highway was constructed in 1893 by Whatcom County as a wagon road as far as the
town of Shuksan to provide an access route for gold mining.  Shuksan, originally called “Gold Hill”, had a
population of 1,500 during the Mount Baker gold rush of the 1890’s.  Shuksan was situated near the picnic
area so named at the junction of Hannegan Road and Mount Baker Highway about 11 miles beyond Glacier.
It is listed as a ghost town, but, in fact, nothing remains.

Along a trail from Shuksan (the current Hannegan Road) at Twin Lakes, the Lone Jack mine was dis-
covered in 1897 and was one of the most productive.  It is claimed to have produced over 10,000 ounces of
gold over the years.  Ore from the site continued to be processed up to 1995.  The mine property was
recently acquired by an Idaho Company with an option to purchase for one million dollars; so mining might
resume again sometime, if the price of gold justifies this.

As early as 1909 a proposal was made for extending the road toward Mount Baker with a resort hotel
on the mountain slopes.  Construction of a luxury resort hotel nine miles beyond Shuksan finally started in
1925 and the highway was extended to this site one year later.  The Mount Baker Lodge at what became
Heather Meadows opened in 1927 and became a very popular summer destination.  It had 100 guest rooms
and a large dining hall that could accommodate 300 diners.  The lodge was totally destroyed by fire four
years later in 1931.

Also in 1931 the highway was extended three more miles up to Artist Point, its present terminus.
The Mount Baker Highway to Heather Meadows was not kept open in winter until 1934.  In that year the
movie version of Jack London’s book “Call of the Wild” was shot on location on Mount Baker starring Clarke
Gable and Loretta Young.  The highway department agreed to keep the highway open all winter for the cast
and crew.  Subsequently increased interest in Mount Baker as a ski destination led to the road being kept
open in all subsequent years; except during WW II.

At the present time the highway is cleared year round to the Ski Area just below Heather Meadows.
The final three miles to Artist Point is usually not open until July.

The Mount Baker Highway starts at East Sunset Drive off Interstate 5 in Bellingham and winds
through pleasant countryside to the town of Glacier where Mount Baker Park headquarters are situated.
The Park is operated by the National Parks Service and visitors must pay a daily fee unless they have a
Golden Age or other National Parks Pass.  The Washington State Parks Access pass is not valid here.  At
Glacier the park headquarters has some interesting exhibits about the area.

There are two ways to reach the Mount Baker Highway from Semiahmoo and these can be combined
to make a pleasant circular journey.  Leaving Blaine by driving east on H Street to Guide Meridian (Hwy 539)
turn south for two miles and then east on Badger Road (Hwy 546 and 9) to Sumas.  Turn right on Front Street
and follow the signs to Mount Baker via Hwy 547.  This is a winding two-lane highway through some beauti-
ful Washington countryside.  The Mount Baker Highway (Hwy 542) will be joined at Kendall and climbs
alongside the Nooksack River.  At the mile marker 40 there is a turn-off and parking area to visit the
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Nooksack Falls.  These falls have a drop of eighty-eight feet and are quite beautiful; they are featured in the
movie ‘The Deer Hunter”.  Be cautious as rocks may be slippery and at least eleven people have fallen to
their death here since the 1940’s when trying to get a better view!  Nearby there are exhibits about the falls
and the hydro-electric plant that was established here in 1906 to supply mining operations.

The highway becomes steeper and winds up to Heather Meadows as a one way system.  At this
point it is possible to park and walk down to Picture Lake, a beautiful picnic spot.  There are no tables but
there are benches to sit on and enjoy the view.

The road now climbs more steeply toward Austin Pass.  Off on the right are a picnic area and the
Heather Meadows Visitor Center.  This historic building was constructed in 1940 by the Civilian Conserva-
tion Corps as a warming hut for skiers.  Austin Pass, originally called “Wild Goose Pass” was named for
Banning Austin who surveyed the area for the road in 1893.  A tree that he marked at that time has been
moved to the visitor center and is in the National Register of Historical Places.  There are numerous hiking
trails, short and long, easy and challenging!

The road ends slightly higher at Artist Point.  At the summit there are 360 degree views of Mount
Baker and Mount Shuksan and more trails.

This final section of the road was blocked by 70 foot snowdrifts this year and was finally opened by
WSDOT crews on June 29th.  In 1999 there was so much snow that the road remained closed all summer.
This year visitors can get up there but can expect to see a lot of snow along the road sides!

A very beautiful local circular drive can be completed by following the Mount Baker Highway (542)
all the way back down to Bellingham.

Photo by Sergio RojoThe view across Picture Lake
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The Birds of Semiahmoo:

The Bald Eagle
By Jennifer Plombon
It is appropriate to write about the American Bald

Eagle (Haliaeetus leucocephalus – Greek for sea eagle
with white head) just after July 4th, since it is our National

Bird, symbol of our country, chosen in 1782.  We all think we know that Benjamin Frank-
lin opposed this choice, suggesting instead the Wild Turkey (Meleagris gallopavo), which
is certainly a noble, wily, large and beautiful bird in its own right.  The truth is that he
didn’t comment on the choice until 1784, two years after the Bald Eagle was chosen.  This
was a response to a newly created society of revolutionary war officers called the Society
of the Cincinnati Medal.  Their badge included a representation of the Bald Eagle, which
looks more like a strange sort of turkey, and is truly awful in my opinion.  It is copied below; see if you agree .

Mr. Franklin wrote to his daughter "For my own part I wish the Bald Eagle had
not been chosen the Representative of our Country.  He is a Bird of bad moral Character.
He does not get his living honestly.  You may have seen him perched on some dead Tree
near the River, where, too lazy to fish for himself, he watches the Labour of the Fishing
Hawk [Osprey]; and when that diligent Bird has at length taken a Fish, and is bearing it
to his Nest for the Support of his Mate and young Ones, the Bald Eagle pursues him and takes it from him.  He is
therefore by no means a proper Emblem for the brave and honest Cincinnati of America.  "I am on this account
not displeased that the Figure is not known as a Bald Eagle, but looks more like a Turkey.  For the Truth the
Turkey is in Comparison a much more respectable Bird, and withal a true original Native of America.  He is
besides, though a little vain & silly, a Bird of Courage, and would not hesitate to attack a Grenadier of the
British Guards who should presume to invade his Farm Yard with a red Coat on."

Mr. Franklin notwithstanding, we Americans love our bold and beautiful Bald Eagles, and it’s ironic that
we almost killed them off completely.  For decades, Bald Eagles were legally hunted for sport and to protect
fishing grounds.  Extensive use of DDT as a pesticide, which began in the 1940s, almost extinguished them.
DDT washed into waterways, accumulating in fish, which form a very large part of the Bald Eagles’ diet.  Once
in their bodies, DDT residues caused the eagles’ eggshells to be weakened and thinned, either causing them to
break when sat upon, killing the chick embryos, or preventing them from developing normally and hatching.
Rachel Carsen’s 1962 book “Silent Spring” chronicled this devastation.  By 1963, only 487 nesting pairs of Bald
Eagles were known to exist in the Unites States.  The Environmental Protection Agency banned the use of DDT
in 1972, and the Federal government undertook a series of protective measures.  This eventually resulted in an
estimated 9,800+ nesting pairs in the United States today.  In 2007, the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service was able
to remove the Bald Eagle from the list of threatened and endangered species.  The Peregrine Falcon’s eggs
were also adversely affected by the use of DDT, to the point that they became extinct in the Eastern U.S. and
were endangered in the West; their numbers have since increased greatly as well.  This is one of the clearest
and greatest environmental success stories known; a clear line from the evidence of DDT’s harm to the recov-
ery of the affected species upon its removal.
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Bald (and Golden) Eagles are still protected by the Federal Government; under the Bald and Golden
Eagle Protection Act, codified in 1962, it is illegal to kill, sell, take or possess eagles or their parts, nests or
eggs, without a permit from the Secretary of the Interior.  Unfortunately some are still being shot.

Bald Eagles still face dangers from humans.  While they do suffer injuries caused by fights amongst
themselves or, more rarely with other animals, the vast majority of eagles brought to wildlife rehabilitation
centers are injured by human activity.  Lead poisoning is common.  This occurs when animals killed with
lead shot (or their entrails) are left in the woods and eaten by eagles or other creatures in the food chain.
Fortunately hunters are forbidden to use lead shot in many of our local areas and should be strongly encour-
aged  to use alternatives.  Other causes of death include car collisions, being caught in leg-hold traps, and by
electrocution.

Having worked in several wildlife rehab centers over the years, seeing and handling injured and recov-
ered eagles, I can verify that they are as awesome and wonderful in person as you would expect; they are just
truly magnificent birds.

And what do they sound like, these magnificent birds?  I’ll bet you think it’s that “Keeer keeer
KEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEER!” sound you hear in movies whenever they show an eagle swooping in the sky.  Alas,
no.  That’s almost always a recorded Red-Tailed Hawk cry, which movie makers apparently think have a more
“magnificent” call.  Bald Eagles say “Owheeet Owheeet Owheeet Ahahahahahahaha” and it is admittedly a
little high and squeaky sounding for such a large bird.  But still; it *is* their call and I wish movie makers
would use it!
Here are some links so you can listen to examples of the contrasting calls:
Red-Tailed Hawk:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=33DWqRyAAUw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NVBxLXyleyQ
Bald Eagle:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9RArGl2vkGI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PQ2uMauyBow

Benjamin Franklin was correct; Bald Eagles will steal food from other animals, and will also eat carrion.
They are true opportunists, they’ll eat fish in the spring and summer, as well as small mammals and water-
fowl.  In the Fall they will often shift to scavenging deer carcasses and gut piles.  At this time there is less open
water for fishing, mammals have begun to hibernate, and waterfowl have migrated.  This is when they’re at
greatest risk for lead poisoning.  Could they catch your small dog or cat?  Well, yes, they could; most biolo-
gists agree that an adult Bald Eagle can catch and carry away an animal weighing 4-5, possibly up to 6 pounds.

Any larger and the eagle is very unlikely to be able to fly off with their prey.  Having a wing span of 6 ½-8 feet,
they need to be able to maneuver when catching their prey and safely flying away.  A pet in a small yard is
generally pretty unappealing to an eagle due to the lack of open maneuvering space.  Eagles are not at all
willing to closely approach humans, so a pet in close proximity to a human is unlikely to be attacked.  Imma-
ture eagles, learning and playing at hunting, will often swoop down on (but NOT actually grab) something far
too large for them to catch or carry away, and this is often the reason for claims of eagles hunting cats and
dogs.
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How can you identify an immature bald eagle?  Adult Bald Eagles have snowy white feathers on
their heads and tails; these feathers begin to come in white at about age 4-5.  Prior to that, immature Bald
Eagles are blackish brown, with brownish feet and beaks; adults have yellow feet and beaks. When the
white feathers are coming in, the Bald Eagle often looks rather streaky and disheveled.  How to distinguish
a Bald Eagle from a Golden Eagle?  Golden Eagles are rare in western Washington; they are not fish eaters,
but prefer catching mammals in mountainous areas, and thus are far more common in eastern Washing-
ton.  Immature and adult Golden Eagles (Aquila chrysaetos) are also brownish black, and the immature
eagles have white patches under their wings and at the base of their tail, but rather than develop white
heads and tails, the adults develop beautiful, shining golden brown head feathers.  I hope you are lucky
enough to see one close-up and in person someday.

Now it’s time for “Fun facts to Know and Tell!”

As is common with birds of prey, the female eagle is the larger, with adults weighing up to 14 pounds.
Mated pairs stay together for life.

Their nest, used year after year and added to every year, can weigh over a ton. You’ve all seen the nests
here in Semiahmoo, I hope?

Eggs are incubated for 35 days and usually number from 1-3.  Mortality amongst first-year eagles is over
50%.

Bald Eagles can fly to altitudes of 10,000 feet and can fly at 30-35 mph in level flight.

Wild Bald Eagles can live to 30 years of age.

Bald Eagles have color vision, and although their eye is roughly the size of a human’s, their vision is 4 times
sharper.

As a mating ritual, and sometimes in a fight, two eagles will lock talons and spin through the air.  I hope you
see this someday, it’s really amazing.

In conclusion; aren’t we LUCKY?  We get to see these lovely birds most every day here in Semiahmoo!

Postscript: I have an update for those who read my article about the Belted Kingfisher in the last issue.
Remember that I grew up in Minnesota and spent my childhood trying to see a Kingfisher there?  Well; I
was in Minnesota recently, taking a walk along Minnehaha Creek, and a Belted Kingfisher came speeding
along the creek!  Yay!
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Semiahmoo Wildlife.

The rabbit population is rapidly increasing here this
year.  Rabbit populations tend to rise and fall periodically influ-
enced by the availability of food and the activities of predators
such as coyotes, hawks and owls.  The common rabbits in this
area are the Eastern Cottontail which was introduced in the
1930’s as a game animal, the white tail identifies the breed.
Favorite nesting sites are under blackberry bushes near to our
grass verges; here they can feed with an easy escape route.
Rabbits will produce several litters of 4-8 young per year with a
gestation period of only 30 days; hence the rapid population
explosion.  Wild rabbits tend to leave our gardens alone and

stick to their preferred territory.  Released pet rabbits are more likely to attack gardens.  There is no signifi-
cant health risk from rabbits; tularemia is a disease they may carry which can affect humans but is only
acquired by eating undercooked rabbit meat or handling dead rabbits.  These risks are easy to avoid!

Semiahmoo Marina Store/Café is a great one stop shopping spot!  Order up a fresh
made sandwich or an iced latte and wander the aisles of artwork and consignment items.
Summer hours are 7:00 am to 7:00 pm, 7 days a week.  There is a barbecue each Friday night
until Labor Day, all are invited to join in. (see calendar at www.semiahmoomarina.com)

Mention this Ad to receive 15% discount (Not valid on consignment items).
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INVOICING OF DUES INFORMATION

The majority of property owners in Semiahmoo will receive their SRA dues invoices via email.
Invoices are emailed from: invoicing of dues@semiahmooresortassociation.com

Many email servers detect the invoices as “spam” or “junk” and some people missed seeing them in
their inbox.  Invoices were emailed on July 7th.

The invoice also includes the new gate code for your neighborhood.

The most convenient way to pay your dues is our Direct Debit option.  Contact Lori (see above) to
request a Direct Debit authorization form.  Customers who use Direct Debit still receive an invoice stating
the amount to be debited from their checking or savings account and the date the draw will take place.
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